WARNING

VOLUNTARY, PRECAUTIONARY BOIL ADVISORY

Water System Name: Tulsa

Public Water Supply ID: OK1020418

Due to water line breaks and experienced low or no water pressure in the water system and the potential for contamination as a result, the drinking water supplied by City of Tulsa may be unsafe for human consumption. A voluntary, precautionary boil advisory is issued for customers who experienced service interruptions this week. It is advised that the consumers of this water system bring the water to a full, rolling boil for at least one minute before drinking, consumption, food preparation, baby formula preparation, dish washing, tooth brushing, ice making, wound care, and bathing infants who may ingest bath water. Alternatively, bottled water or another acceptable water source may be used.

Important Note: This precautionary boil advisory is not related to the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) pandemic, and it is important to continue to wash your hands during the precautionary boil advisory. Once water service is returned, customers must flush the water for five minutes or until fresh, clear water comes out of tap.

This advisory will remain in effect for at least 72 hours or until the water system says the water is safe to drink again, whichever comes later.

Questions concerning this situation should be addressed to Jo Brown, Water Quality Assurance Manager at 918-591-4396.

Address of the PWS: 3600 E. Mohawk Blvd.

Tulsa, OK 74115

County: Tulsa

Further general information can be found on the DEQ website: www.deq.ok.gov